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THIS DOCUMENT HAS BEEN REPRODUCED FROM
THE BEST COPY FURNISHED US BY THE SPONSORING
AGENCY. ALTHOUGH IT IS RECOGNIZED THAT CER-
TAIN PORTIONS ARE ILLEGIBLE, IT IS BEING RE-
LEASED IN THE INTEREST OF MAKING AVAILABLE
AS MUCH INFORMATION AS POSSIBLE.
PROGRESS DURING REPORT PERIOD
Theoretical values of the admittances of various nozzles have
been computed and compared with the corresponding experimental values.
The existing data reduction scheme has been corrected and all available
experimental data has been rechecked and corrected Whenever necessary;
the updated experimental admittance values are presented in this report.
An analysis associated with the frequency sensitivity of experimental
admittance values has been initiated. The Analog-To-Digital Data
Reduction Program has become operational. Fourteen nozzle tests have
been conducted during this report period.
B. Theoretical Studies
Theoretical values of the nozzle admittance have been computed
based on the three dimensional nozzle admittance theory of Crocco.
The development of a computer program which employs this theory to
predict nozzle admittances has been completed; this program was then
used to predict the admittance values for all the nozzles tested to
date. Before presenting the results, a brief description of the
theory used in developing this computer program will now be given.
According to Crocco's theory , the admittance Y is given by the
expression
y = 2 -Z (1)
q Z + is
where
axial dependence of the axial velocity perturbation
Z axial dependence of the radial velocity perturbation
q s nondimensionalized mean flow velocity
as nondimensionalized frequency
2Once Z is known and q and a are specified, the admittance can be
found from Eq. (1). The problem is to compute Z. Values of this
parameter can be determined by numerically integrating the following
complex, nonlinear equation (called the Riccati Equation):
d- A(=)Z - B -) z2 (2)
where the independent variable i is the steady state flow potential,
and A(§) and B(O) are coefficients whose form depends upon 8 and the
mean flow properties in the converging section of the nozzle. The
major difficulty in integrating Eq. (2) is that Z can take on very
large values whenever the radial velocity approaches zero. These
large values can occur for the nozzles under investigation, and can
cause numerical instabilities in the integration scheme. This
problem is circumvented by transforming the dependent variable as
follows:
Ts ( 3)
Thus, when Z becomes large T becomes small. Substituting for Z in
Eq. (2) gives the following Riccati Equation for T:
dT - 1 - A(§)T + B(t) T ( )
In order to avoid numerical instabilities in the computer program
which predicts theoretical admittance values, the following pro-
cedure is used. Starting at the nozzle throat, Eq. (2) is integrated
until the magnitude of Z becomes larger than a specified value at a
certain value of §; T is then found from Eq. (3) and Eq. (4) is
integrated. Similarly, when ITI exceeds a certain value, Z is
computed from Eq. (3) and the integration is carried out using Eq. (2).
3This process is repeated until 0 equals the value at the nozzle
entrance. The admittance is then determined from Eq. (1) using
the value of Z or T at that point.
When the theoretical admittance values were computed it was
found that a discrepancy existed between the theoretical predictions
and the experimental results. This discrepancy was traced to the
improper interpretation of the incident and reflected waves in the
theory used for the reduction of the experimental data. The
discrepancy was corrected and all the experimental data that had
been previously taken was rerun. While correcting the data
reduction scheme, it ams found that the equations presented in the
last quarterly report remain unchanged with the exception of the
expression for the real part of the admittance whose corrected
form is given by Eq. ( . The corrected admittance data indicates
that increasing the mean flow Mach number decreases the value of
the real part of the admittance for three dimensional modes which
is in agreement rith nozzle admittance theory. Data presented in
earlier reports shows the opposite trend. In addition, the algna
of the corrected values of the imaginary parts of the nozzle
admittance are the negative of the values reported earlier.
The comparisons of the experimental admittances with the
corresponding theoretical predictions are presented in figures 1
through 24. Except for figures 3 and 7 the theory and experiment
are in qualitative agreement. Before any conclusions, concerning
the validity of the theory or the experimental data, are drawn,
further analysis of these results trill be performed. Included in
this analysis rill be the study of the accuracy of the frequency
measurements and its effect upon the experimental results, The
findings of this analysis will be reported in the next progress
report.
Figures 3 and 7 show that the experimental values for the
real part of the admittance approach large positive numbers whereas
the theory predicts large negative values. This discrepancy could
be due to the inability of the present data reduction scheme to
-_ __
determine the proper sign of C. This point may become clearer if
one considers the following equations:
vs2 _S3m;(l- i) tanh rna sec2 0 * 2 M
r (S2 + S 2) (tanh X + tan2 t) (5)
mn
where
e--2ra (reflected wave amplitude)
e ncident wave amplitude )nozzle entrance
n(l + 2P) - phase change of the incident wave upon
reflection
r = chamber radius
S 0 O for longitudinal modes
mn= 1.8413 for transverse modes
M = chamber Mach number
In order for the theoretical and experimental admittances, in
Figs. 3 and 7, to agree a must take on negative values. However,
the present data reduction scheme is not capable of determining
the sign of ! from the perturbation pressure amplitude measurements
at various locations along the tube. The sign of a can, however,
be determined from perturbation pressure phase measurements; as a
matter of fact the phase measurements can be used to determine both
the sign and magnitude of a.
A computer program using the Nonlinear Regression Technique
for the computation of V, i, and the admittance from phase measure-
ments taken at discrete points along the tube is in preparation.
This program is currently undergoing preliminary checkouts and
_i~~~~~~~~
5admittance values obtained from this program will be presented in
the next report.
The checkout of the analog-to-digital data reduction program
has been completed and the program is operational at this time.
The principal motivation for the development of the A-to-D program
was the desire to obtain accurate phase data, which is an important
consideration for both the present nozzle testing program and the
anticipated acoustic liner work. Other advantages associated with
the use of the A-to-D program are: (1) the data reduction time is
reduced by several orders of magnitude; (2) the frequency resolution
is improved; and (3) the possibility of human errors affecting the
data accuracy are virtually eliminated.
A brief description of the use of the A-to-D program follows.
First, the analog data taken during the test must be digitized.
This is accomplished by a 14 channel Analog-To-Digital Conversion
System manufactured by the Radiation Corporation. This unit is
made available, free-of-charge, to users of the Rich Electronic
Computer Center, which is an integral part of Georgia Tech. The
unit has been programmed to sample 25,000 samples/second. For ten
channels of analog data (viz., two frequency channels and eight
dynamic pressure transducer channels), this sample rate provides
2,500 samples/second/channel, which represents 0.4 milliseconds
between samples on each channel. The maximum frequency recorded
on the analog tape is 1,000 Hz; however, the maximum frequency of
the Conversion System is restricted to 250 Hz at this sample rate
for ten channels. Consequently, the analog tape recorder speed
must be reduced by 4:1 during the playback into the A-to-D
Conversion System. This selection of sample rate and maximum
frequency insures that the signal with the shortest period (viz.,
the real-time frequency of 1,000 Hz) trill be sampled 10 times during
the period, which is considered to be an absolute minimum for good
statistical confidence. The minimum frequency is not limited by
the Conversion System but is limited by the available core size
associated with the computer that is used to process the digitized
6data. In this case, the computer is a Univac 1108 that has a total
available core of 60,000 words. This amount of core results in a
minimum real-time frequency of 56 Hz, which implies that this period
is sampled 179 times during one cycle by the Conversion System. The
frequency limits can be summarized as follows:
Real-time; 56 s f, Hz ! 1,000
Reduced-time; 14 ~ f, Hz s 250
The end product of the A-to-D conversion is a tape of digitized test
data.
The digitized test data is then transferred to the Univac 1108
system where it is used to determine all needed information. The
data reduction program is written in the Fortran V compiler and
executed by the Univac 1108. After this program reads a block of
digitized data, it proceeds to determine the frequency associated
with that block of data. This is accomplished by checking for the
zero-crossings of a reference (sinusoidal) frequency signal.
Inasmuch as the frequency signal will not be digitized at the
exact instant when the signal is identically zero, the instant
when the signal crosses the zero line must be interpolated by using
the last two positive values and the first two negative values.
The use of an interpolation routine suggests that an error might
be introduced. A checkout of the interpolation schemed showed
that it produces a maximum error of 0.5 Hz, wrhich represents a 0.05%
error.
The frequency that has Just been determined is the frequency
of the driven oscillation at that instant of time during the test.
Therefore, it represents the fundamental frequency for that block
of digitized pressure data. For one period of the fundamental mode,
the Fourier Series representation of the time-dependent signal is
given by:
7p(t) = A cos wt + B sin wt
where
p(t) : time-dependent pressure amplitude, psi
w : angular frequency, radians/sec
T
A 2= I p(t)cos wt dt
0
T
B = I p(t) sin wt dt
0
T : period of the fundamental mode, seconds
The program determines the Fourier Coefficients A and B for each
of the pressure signals. The signal amplitude is determined from
the expression:
Amplitude = (A2 + B2)1/2
and the phase is determined from the expression:
Phase = tan-1(B/A)
Each test can be divided into 500 data reduction points.
After the frequency, amplitude, and phase have been determined
for the entire digital tape, this information is fed into a special
subroutine that uses this data to compute the nozzle admittance and
related data. An example of the data reduction results is presented
in Appendix A.
8The data reduction program was checked out with and without a
digitized tape data. The first checkout was without a digitized
tape data. In this case, signals of known frequency, amplitude,
and phase were generated using a sine function. These continuous
signals were synthetically digitized in a manner similar to that
used by the Conversion System when it digitizes the analog data.
This data was processed by the program and the program results
were compared to the input values. For both simple periodic signals
and complex periodic signals (i.e., signals composed of a sum of a
fundamental oscillation and its various harmonics), the error in
amplitude and phase appeared as a "round-off" error, which repre-
sents an error of less than 0.2%. For a nonperiodic signal (i.e.,
two periodic signals whose frequencies are not related by an
integer constant), the amplitude error was less than 5% and the
phase error was approximately 50 for the case when the two signal
amplitudes were equal. This case approximates conditions when the
signal-to-noise ratios equal to one. These errors decreased
rapidly as the signal-to-noise ratio approached 10:1.
The second checkout of the program involved the use of
digitized data obtained from an actual test. A comparison of the
program's results vith the results obtained by the previous data
reduction method disclosed that there was general agreement
between the twro methods. The concensus of opinion is that the
new data reduction scheme is more accurate than the one used to
date; furthermore, the new program is considerably more efficient.
C. Experimental Investigations
During this report period fourteen tests have been run. One
test was conducted for checking the analog-to-digital data reduction
program. All of the nozzles fabricated thus far were retested in
order to include the entire frequency range for 1T modes
(1.84 < s < 3.05) and most of the longitudinal frequency range
(.1 < s < 1.84). The results of these tests are included in
9figures 1 through 24. In addition, twro tests uwere run with a
quasi-steady nozzle and two more with a nozzle whose half-angle
is 45° and radius of curvature of 2.5 inches. The Mach number of
the latter nozzle was increased to a value of .20. The data
obtained in these tests is being reduced and it will be presented
in the next progress report.
Other efforts have resulted in the improvement of the precision
of the frequency measurements. This improvement allowed a significant
increase in the number of data points taken per run.
EXPECTED PROGRESS DURING NEXT REPORT PERIOD
During the next quarter, two more microphones will be added to
the data acquisition system. This addition rill bring the number of
pressure amplitudes sampled along the standing wave pattern to ten.
This trill improve the accuracy of the admittance values'by providing
more information about the wave structure.
The nozzle with a half-angle of 450 and radius of curvature
of 2.5 inches will be tested at various Mach numbers starting at
M = .24 and proceeding to M = .32. These series of tests will be
conducted to determine whether there are any unexpected problems
associated xwith testing at higher Mach numbers. Assuming that no
major problems are encountered, the other nozzles wrill'be tested
and the experimental admittance values along with the corresponding
theoretical predictions wrill be determined. These results will be
compared in the next quarterly report.
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Figure I. Coparison of the theory and experimental values Df the real part of the
admittance for the nozzle with a half-angle of 15 degrees, entrance Mach number


























Ftgure 2. Co:rparioon of the theory and experimental values of the inaginary part of the
abiettanee for the nozzle with a half-angle of 15 degrees, entrance Mach number
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Figure 3, Comparison of the theory and .cperimcntal values .of the real part
of tho admittance for a nozzle with a half-angle of 15 degrees, .
entrance Mach number of .08, and radii of curvature at the throat and
entrance of 5.7 inches,.
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Figure 4. Comparison of the theoretical and experimental values of the
imaginary part of the admittance for a nozzle with a half'angle
of 15 degrees, entrance Mach Number of .08, and radii of curv-
ature at the throat and entrance of 5.7.
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Comparison of the theoretical and experimental values of the real part of the admittance for a
nozzle with a half-angle of 15 degrees entrance Mach number of .08 and radii of curvature at
















NOZZLE 15-08-2.5 (AXIAL MODE) 0 Experiment, Test #1







Co..arison of the theoretical and experimental values of the imaginary part of the admittance for
a nozzle -rith a half-angle of 15 degrees, entrance .Mach number of .08 and radii of curvature at
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Fiulre 7. Co'pa~rison of the theoretical and experimental values of the real part of the
air.itte:nce for a nozzle with a half-angle of 15 degrees, entrance Mach number
of .08, and radii of curvature at the throat and entrance of 2.5 inches.
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Cormarison of the theoretical and experimental values of the imaginary part
of the admittance for a nozzle with a half-angle of 15 degrees, entrance Mach
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Co:ar--son of the theoretical and ex:cerimental values of the real part of the aim.ittance for a
nozzi? ,ith a h-alf-an7le of 30 degrees, entrance !Mach number of .08, and radii of curvature at
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NOZZLE 30-08-2.5 (THREE-D.IMENSIONAL MODE)
0 Experiment, Test #1











F!ig-re 11. CoT.arison of the theoretical and experim.ental values of the real part
of the a:-.itt.nce fcr a nozzle with a half-angle of 30 degrees, entrance
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Figure 12. Com.arison of the theoretical and experimental values of the imaginary
part of the admittance for a nozzle with a half-angle of 30 degrees,
a-n entrance M..ach nu:ber of .08, and radii of curvature at the throat
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Corrariaon of bhc theorctii-:l and experimental values of the real part of the admittance for a
r.ozle ;-.th a half-lanle of 45 degrees, entrance 1Each zin.ber of .08, and radii of curvature at
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Fi rre 15. Ccr-?srison of the theoretical and experim-ental values of the real part
of the adr.ittance for a nozzle with a half-angle of 45 degrees, entrance
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Fimue 16. Cc.parison of the theoretical and experimental values of the imaginary
part of the ad:-ittqnce fcr a nozzle with an entrance r:ach nwu.ber of
.0C, h'lf-nr-le of 45 degrees, and radii of curvattue at the throat and
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Fiture 17. Co-parison of the theoretical and experimental values of the real part of the acdrm.ttance for a
nozzle irith a half-angle of 30 degrees, entrance Mach ntumber of .16, and radii of curvature at
tie -.ntrnlce and throat of 5.7 inches.
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Cct.-ir'son1 or the theore, ^ai an- exeriLnental values of the imaginary part of the air.ittance
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Co r.,- c'.;cn of the theoretical and e.,erime.cntal values of the real part of
t.h2 aIi- tttnnce for a nozzle with a h'ilf-angle of 30 degrees, entrance Mlach



























Pigure 27.. Ccu-rison of the theoretical and experimental values of the imaginary
,art of the m tLittince for a nozzle with a half-angle of 30 decrees,
~r.e : -',3,^ r.-.ber of .16, and radii of curvature at the thrcat an-i
1.:.'..;9.-e ct'f 7 I nz;es.
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Fiur a-e 23. Coz:.arison of the theoretical and experirm.cntal values of the real part of
h-.e nozzle ai-nittwnce of a nozzle with a half-angle of 145 degrees, entrance
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APPENDIX A: OUTPUT OF ANALOG-TO-DIGITAL DATA
REDUCTION PROGRAM
EXAMPLE CASE, A-TO-D PR9S$A AE)PP. TEST 9214-61 DATE 120371 PAE 1
FOUi1-R '4tLYSIS R-SULTS 0r A-TO-D 3ATA, EXAMPLE CASE, A-TO-O PRoGRAV AEDDP, TEST 8214-61
HF-FREQ Hf- 8/9 HV-33/9 Hr-19/9 LF-40/9 HF-FREO HF-35/9 4F-24/9 HF-17/9 HW- 1/9
FRElUEI-Y = 1000.u. AZ PUJ POINT 1
A;PLI1UJI, S~L(D,) = .99 16').00 160.o 10.00 10.00 0 .99 lbOo0 16.Ou 106U.Uon lb.nn
PHAS, joESREES = °00 231.n6 237.65 175.14 234.60 3.85 258.10 27t.64 219.1n 31.1t
FREUEj'Y := 609.1 AZ RU'J POINT 2
ASPLITUJ£- SPL(j) = 1.00 124.2f 124.06 1'000o 1000O l 87 -- 127;53 l;-? n;95- 1317
PHASE, :.ESRS = 00 40.46 113.4n 68.75 75,07 3.49 126,26 12,.12 1n9.22 10.8q
FR-EU'i:JY = 616.7, -Z RUN POINT 3
A:PLITUDE, SPL(D) -.999 131.64 131.62 100.00 I 00.00 1.00 128.-* i0-^- .12._
PHAS.-, EE,RE S = .00 214.81 219.3- 112.47 32.12 3.67 222.58 219.9n 2a4.46 741.05
FREoUE'tCy = 625.0 -(Z RU4 POINT 4
AM-PLI -UJi , SPL(.D) = 1.00 124.50 100.00 100,00 125.37 oo00 lZ1.S5 124.87 1.0~ 12q.RI
PHASEP Di-)REES =00 275.73 344.24 349,9B 37.72 3.53 42.20 332.25 110.17 34,.26
FR£EUE-ICY = 632.6, HZ RUNJ POINT 5
A:PLl[TU)-, SPL(DJX) = 1.00 130.95 130.74 lo0.0oo 130.93 1.00 1J2-3-2[- "-'lAO.-O~ -- 2 ;qS 
PHAS- :-SREES = .00 169.a9 10.59 34.70 44.43 3,31 43,9n 351.11 574.97 I11.53
FRE_-UE_:CY = 640.7 AZ RUN POIIT 6
A':PLiTU], SL(DJ) = 1.00 127.65 126.52 lO.0 26.10 162-0--0-----7.51 10--.0 A[26,lTU~r-v S--Lq-~100.00.l 7,2  .1 0
PHASE. _ REES = .00 77.537 290.09 98.95 22.82 4.14 328.A5 8B.34 lr5.09 129.33
FR-EUEJ;OY = 6493., -2 RUN POINT 7
AMPLITUJ-- 5PL(Jj) = 1.00 125.7 .30 131.13 121,11 .01 133,67 13t1., I i71T-17591
PHASr-E, j-ERS = .00 152.39 148.13 122.13 146.09 3.5B 168.95 145.93 14R.77 145.0t
FR[EUENYr = 656,1, HZ RUN POINT 8
AS!PiTUDE, SPL(DJ) = 1.00 126.48 136,71 IO0.00 129.28 1.o--1367---Y-37 1 0-3-t.-n5--'n0-.OOOi0--'-t00
PHASE, JEREES = .0 313.62 155.64 145.80 140.76 3.78 172.20 163.44 147.1R 6n .7_
FREU-E-CY 663.5, HZ RUI POINT 9
AMIPLiTUJ, SPL(D) = .99 127.78 137.25 135.89 136.58 .99 139,n4 13657 '13f'75 2-----
PH4AS- )SRE-ES .0=0 335.97 194.30 215.74 194*43 4.10 208.94 21h.60 236.64 351.91
FREjUE'JY = 671.5, -Z RUN POINT 10
Wa£PLITU,-I SPLDJ) = 1.00 133.74 139.31 140O34 136.02 1.00 139.34 139.55 1'u1 . T265.'n7
PHASe, DEGREES = .00 329.99 .20 332.77 27.04 3.89 24*74 351.38 4.24 315.21
FR-EUE--4Y 67B.9, HZ RUN POINT 11
AIPLITUDE. SPL() -) 1.00 160.45 155.06 163.36 162.99 1.oO lbS.66 164--1.5 1i63.20 1-57; 02
PHASEP, ESREES = .00 112.69 146.70 129.51 155.57 4.04 162.80 154.56 147.79 '271.5
FR;jUE-q = 687.1, AZ qU'l POINT 12
4AiPLiTU)E SPLi3J) = 1.00 170.14 1655, 17--65 -'-7;13 1.00 1646 2--l-4 1 71*0- 67. -
PHAS-E DESREES = .00 339.97 23.78 358.56 47.53 4.17 42,59 23.63 15.31t 35R.5
FRESUE iCy : 693.7, HZ RUN POINT 13
ANPLITUD, SPL(J) = 1.00 166.98 156.54 16S.1 162..4 1.01 lb0.64 160.M2 6.54 16.56
PHASE, DE- _EES = .00 142.51 9.61 163.94 22,14 3.91 26.64 189.71 IPO,5 1R60.03
Reproduced from
best available copy.
EXAMPLE CASE, A-TO-D PR3qOAv LEOPP, TEST 8214-61 DATE 120371 PAn. 2
FOURIER A>:ALYSIS R-SOlTS OF A-TO-3 DATA, EXAMPLE CASE. A-TO-O PROGRAM tEDPf TEST 8214-61
HF-FRRE IF- 8/9 H-f-3/9 HF-19/9 HF-40/9 H;.FREO HF-35/9 qF-24 /9 H=-17/9 Hr- 3/9
'FRrgUErCY = 702.2, HZ RU'I POINT 14
4A!PgiiU}£. SPL{Jj) = 1.0o 166.D9 164.58 165.70 164.J .38 156. 1--4.33 I r-Z.73 1S6.V3-
PHrASE, DE3EES = n, 247.M1 114.03 268.96 127.34 4.18 132.66 113.17 2P6.21 264.29
FREUEiCy = 710.0, -Z RUJ POINT 15
4IPLITU)-e S.L(T2) = .99 165.77 167_-2- -I0'.00- 62. -';. S 1RX 67'I~
PerAS£ 3kERrES = .00 346.07 210.A4 23.43 221.65 4.32 228.n8 214.83 p5.51 5.35
, _ _ FRUECYtr = 717.1r 1Z RU'I POINT lb
A%'.P-ITUj--E S?Li ja) 1.00 164.00 15.6 9 r55s52 ---79 r o1-'15 47-6416.;256l45;99i66.29 
PHASi£e JE3RzES = .00 93.90 314.06 286.70 321.98 4.13 330.q9 317.99 29.789 112.87
7FR2:U Y = 0 Z r.U POINT 17
AMPLITUJ-E S?L(J2) 1.U3 163.96 163.31 162.03 148.44 1.04 lbo.12 156.94 155.7 1 5.E
PHASE, )DiREES : .UO 161.69 21.01 35R.10 234.95 4.56 39.72 24.19 18.66 181.2_
FR=dJE'W CY = 732.2 rHZ RUN POINT 18
A P L -IrU ES z-L-( s ) :- 1.00 161.49 13 8-n I--- .i63 -- i5 .91 1.00-71D0- 0 6- 66.32 -16 ;29 165. n 3
PHAS-E ,-EREES .00 269.56 129.77 110.25 326.39 4.r6 320.01 134.59 179.90 pR9.R2
FR-E.UJE'CY 74C.S5. HZ RUd POINT 19
Av?LITU)E;-oS (3 ) 1.00 T7&3 ---1T-0 5-53.1 ---i 6 1''01--o55;71 162;75- 161.1 6.9 - -
PHASE, DES3RES = .00 315.78 2.56 154.99 12.56 4.51 16.A6 18q.35 173.79 335.13
FRCUE'JCY = 749.3e HZ RUN POINT 20
AV>LITU]E. SJL(Dj) : 1.U3 157.11 161.57 15.b5 16bt.46 1.02 165.54 lbI5 - '2--I T 6?.-h
PHAS, )ESREES .00 29.n4 67.07 223.08 79.25 4.74 84.94 24q.62 242.19 44.45
FRE)UE-CY = 756.2. HZ RU'N POINT 21
sAMP:. TU- O S?(7D) = .94 4 1 .67 160.--3----T63 .24 15-v96 .S5 16246S 15-qlI l63.26 --16 q3 -3
PmAS,_ )ESRE£S = .00 129.41 152.72 307.72 168.08 3.91 171.98 335.57 326.33 129.67
FREWUE:jY = 764.2' HZ RUN POINT 22
AxPLiIT`U-- - S JL(. 3) .9 8 13257 161.32 16215 15.-31 9- -162-- 16 .0
PHASE, 3£:REES - .00 1658.A 180.35 336.29 195.95 4.38 199.66 7.79 354.93 155.84
FREUECY = 771.s, tZ RUN POINT 23
ANi PL ITUPL ) = v J 1.00 151.]/ 166.59 ib7.! lbb.48 1.0U 16t.b it).ri6 . I.-35 I-SSlz
PHASE, 3J5REES : .00 25.27 256.49 52.90 271.98 4.71 276.67 91.85 71.84 733.*2
FR___ UE'Y,C = 781.1' HZ RUN POINT 24
A YfPLIi-U iJ ---SPLT( : T 1. 05 10 =1 .06 159 -158735 -39 ; B - 1 0,83---155;25 .
PHASt, DREE5r =: .00 105.23 335.34 130.55 110.83 4.54 357.19 330.61 149.97 314.62
FRE;UE OC Y 767.6, H-Z RUN POINT 25
AMPLITJE SDL3 ) : 1.00 1i -- 15759 .84 155-B5 147.96 .00 15410 -- 1 90 159.55- 15.8 O-
PHASE, DE3REES = .00 135.04 358.39 154.86 185.94 5.22 19.77 356.30 173.8R 331.13
FRE}UE,CY = 794.,, HZ RUN POINT 26
AMPLITUD-, SPL(JJ : 1.00 160..0 162.23 158.91 159.99 1.00 t14.U5 161.le 164.I 15b".13




EXAMPLE CASE, A-TO-; PrOGRAM AEDPP, TEST Q214-61 DATE 120371 PArE 3
FOURIER A'iALYSIS ;R-SOLTS OF A-TO-) DATA, E-YAYPLE CASE, A-TO-D PROGRAu AC32P, TEST 8214-61
H;-FREO Hr- 8/9 HF-33/9 HF-19/9 4F-40/9 HF.FREI HF-35/9 ,F-2u/9 HF-17/9 H'- !/9
FR-3uEj:Y : =t02.3, -Z RUI POINT 27
;AN.PLITUj., SPL(J3) = 1.00 155.91 153.1 145i.02 1517U3 1.00 13z.uB I53.35 15.b5 51.b5-
PHASE, .;ESR--S = .0 2Bn.97 158.65 322.62 349.04 5.0o 277.32 153.33 33. 14 13n.5 
FR;UE';,-Y = 810.3, -Z RUN POINT 28
AMPLITUJ-, S>L(D)) = l.O 153.96 139.97 ---382 15.91 55 150 - .
pHa5-, 3E)-S5 : .00 305.79 185.16 53.53 9.97 5.18 9.24 172.78 358.81 150.qq
FR-EUEiCtY = 817.ti, HZ RUN POINT 29
AM'PLITU)E, SPL(J.,) : .96 156.23 142.27 142.73 156.50 .95 154,l i 9S9-0-. 6; ---1 ;-
PHAS_ )$P--S .00 316.90 12.n8 132.90 28.98 4.72 32.39 191.58 %6.R4 i73.99
FREUEr':Y = 25.9o, IH7 RUJ POINT 30
AIPLITU)E, SPL(Di) = 1.00 165.46 15B.44 156.94 162.19 1,00 lb4.80 166.61 150.41 13.?5
PHASE, JEJREES - .00 68.84 114.q3 266,91 136.93 4.72 138.n8 304.6 17.53 79.
FR--UE'JY = 834..;, HZ RUN POINT 31
A;MPLIT,):-: SL(J =j) '1.00 155.78 152.29 9.50 150.45 I.co i55.85-15579 2--I20- -142;
OHASf_, ,ESREES .00 113.12 167.51 320.02 191.14 5.nl 189.75 35M.73 11.82 324.55
FRE-UE-', = 8=40.5 .IZ PUN POINT 32 
·4:PLIIUJ-:, SPOLD) = 1.00 15:.42 152.61 -).54 143=94 I.eO 15-09-- 153-51 -- r l-04- 35." 
PHASr, J-'_%REES = .00 125.33 178.52 325.30 205.05 5.nl ;20.89 3.10 330.09 29.77
FR-,.;UEICY - 849.5 HZ RUN POINT 33
AvPL.ITUJ- SPLDj) - 1.02 159.43 15. 198 757 3 9 101 15./19 1575 S1.U 1
PHASP, ;SREES = .00 145.37 195.77 352.17 209.87 4.76 216.60 24.52 14.52 79q95
FR:EdEc;4Y = 555.9, HZ RUN POINT 34
AYvPIITU-, SPL(J;:J) .97 163.r06 162.25 161733 14 0 B .g9 - ---- 2-o -- ,- 6.   1 T.;8 -- i42.65 
PHASE, JESREES = .00 276.48 328.64 120.88 139.08 5.33 350.82 155.08 138.01 275.17
FRE3UEN'JY = 663.3, HZ RUN POINT 35
A;?PLiTU)E, SPL(D3) -. 99 153.u5 152.54 153.13 l143.4T7 1.00 15 T,7 4 14B.5- 1O62 139;13
PHA4S-E )DSRES .= 00 293.95 351.h6 143,43 186.54 5.05 15.38 182.71 164.33 31n.uq
FRE-nUE CY = 872.6, HZ RUN pOINT 36
A:P.-ITUD), SPLiDd) = 1.00 152.16 151.35 152.32 143.86 1.00 147,97 145.31 15U.4q 139.n?
PHAS', )ESREES = .00 311.94 1.58 147.31 199.51 4,74 26,45 178.87 166.60 3258.3
FR-;UE'lCY = 880.6, HZ RUNJ POINT 37
A%'PLITUDE, SPL(D) = 1.00 157.07 154.24 157.24 152.34 1.00 114673 143-10 15 6-2 1-35 4 
PHASE, )ESR-ES = .00 327.00 22.05 170.18 209.98 5.17 54.72 207.90 101.65 !37.73
FRE:UEjCY = 888.30 HZ RUN" POINT 38
AN:?PITuJ:, SPL(j3 ) = 1.00 162.20 157.24 161,48 158.03 1.00 14- 5-1 13:1 1- 107- 51;65--51-
PH4AS-, DEREES .00 100.64 152.76 302.88 343.26 5.66 206.71 3R.42 322.89 113.56
FR-EUEl :Y = d94.. HZ RUN POINT 39
;?,'iTUJ-, S->L()J} = 1.ul 149.54 143.34 151./2 146.86 l.o0 11..53 lOu.fJU 151.5 14.'2
PHASE, DEREEES = .00 115.07 184.35 327.50 6.82 5.39 322.74 108.65 351.72 130.83
Reproduced from
best available copy.
E*XAMPLE CASE. A-TO-) ;RO3RA4 A-:DPP, TEST 9214-61 DATE 120371 DACE 4
FOURIrR ANALYSIS RESuJ'TS OF A-TO-) DATA, EXAVPLE CASE, A-TO-O PROGRAVAErOOP. TEST 3214-61
H-_FR-EO HF- 8/9 Hr-33/9' HF-1/9 qF-40/9 HF-FREr HF-35/9 HF-24/9 HF-17/9 H-- 3/9
FROUErjCY = 902.5, -tZ RU'J P:I'JT 40
A'.'LIIUO-, S. L(~J) -= 1.001 14.1 13.3> 34 L.5 la).5 1,01 S. -4 I ru 14 94 1
PHASE, *D-REES = .00 126.25 182.56 331.2g 24.99 5.42 31.89 1ql,61 356.18 146.66
FR-E-'UE'ICY = 910.6, HZ RU'J POINT 41
AMP?.. I-TU). -O)j) = 1.00 15.30 12 7 e012OY 178 145;45 - 151.BS 6a45- u
PHAS--, :E5-S = .00 135.34 322.86 340.02 30.15 5.44 32.56 197.59 1.24 144
FR:*OUE'IY = 919.4 HiZ RU' POINJT 42
A.PLITUJ:-, S3L(DJ) = 1.00 161.79 150.82 10-.-2-1 151.73 l00 160,1 15g;66 1-6a.2? 57,I
PHAS-, ,-ERE S .00 219.19 78.83 63.84 110.87 5.32 110.54 271.72 p4.67 3
FREOUE:;CY = 925., r1Z RU'J POINIT 43
A'iPL1TlJ)E- SPL(JD) = 1.Ul 149.57 144.79 145.42 139.42 1.02 149.72 147.31 15.U7- 14o.1 7
PHASE, jE =REES - .00 293.80 155.11 14R.26 205.18 5.10 186.15 349.n9 171.9.3 32V.5
FR-JLE'rJCI = 933.5, HZ RUJN POItlt 44
A vPLITUD--, SL(O3) Z .99 141.*6 141.08n 138.5 -- 128 739 ,97 144,71 37 1.4 14n7 -
PHASE, jES-EES = .00 310.28 176.93 148.64 202.15 5.95 198.99 353.48 169.6n 339.43
FR-Eu-UE;:Y 940.5, HZ RU'I POINT 45
AI.PL.IuJ_, SPL(3) =.99 142.10 145.35------1368- 5 -1007-0 .9 - - 4 T47;26 1451, 44.27 -1 2. 6
PHAS-, 3E3REES = .00 307.39 172.58 189.55 218.52 5.81 199.69 2.97 I.17 330,7
FR-EjEirY : 943.1, HZ RU'I POINT 46
,AiPL ITUJ-, SL(JJ) := .9 147.56 151.d0 1.l 14.7 99 52 1
PAS-E )E3REES = .00 329.72 198.08 172.20 31.40 5.4 224.6 34.39 2n3.70 349.27
FR.EZUE4OY = 956.0 HZ RUN POINT 47
ANILITUjESiL(>) 1T= .o 35- 7---'10 0-----1 -- '74 - 00 q 6 4- B ;81 - q4T 8 9 R -n
PHASE, ]E-REES .00 111.24 3144.70 289.09 173.55 5.31 13.60 161,.3 327.65 1355.9
FRE^UE':CY = 964.O0 HZ RUN POINT 48
AMiPLIITU)J SPLt3) I l.OO 137.40 138.17 l-00-o 135.7 8---.00 1 33.1--9 139.99- 137.65 ti3;.17 
PHASE.- ESRE-S = .00 112.95 343.26 99.66 160.56 6.17 35,63 1742 345.97 136.05 __
FRE.U-J'Y = 970.3, HZ qU'{ POINT 49
A.':PiTJd.- , SP(LU) = 1.01 135.51 153.q9 l O.UO 13,13 1.01 12.b 1 3S
-
5 V 12.i
PHAS£, )EMREES = .00 135.95 350.04 222.83 176.14 6.01 56.60 195.25 332.44 129.91
FRE'EU-NY = 977.7. HZ RUN POINT 50
ANIPLIIUJ)E, S:LITD3 -) 1.00 12>.B7 4-.-37 -357- -1381 10 
PHASE, j-REES = .00 197.21 20.54 141.02 200.57 6.15 62.F0 171.73 345.67 140.55
FR -)JJY = 986.1 AZ RU'N POINT 51 .
Av.P-l-lUjE, StL(AJ-) = .96 140.59-147.42 1491b- li977 .713392--l.46 135.54 53.7 
PHASE, JESREES = .00 175.03 71.94 209.03 266.90 6,00 136.78 249.51 O.87 P08.49






EXAMPLE CASE, A-TC-D pRg$~AM A-ESP? TEST 3214-61 DATE 120371 PAn 5
EXAM'LE CASE, A-TO-) P4D3A.¶ AEDPP, TEST 9214-61 MAC4 NUVBE = - .010, SVJ = 1.841
RJI FO S .eeseAN3IFS#eee* eee,*SAD4TTACCESeeeeeeCe SERROR* eeeseeeet$.D.ESSUR DZIFERENCES t..ee COo~'-
POL'T -iZ A ~LA 3ETA--RE-/YY-- - Y- '} $ P S 1 2 ~'-' 5 ?- ATyf':
'
~
11 67i.9 1.43-, .1133 .0396 .3392 .0948 .155 .241 .3 -.* -. 2 .0 -. .1 -.
12 657.1 1.971i .1v65 .1515 .3059 .2071 .1556 .210 .2 -. 2 .0 .n .2 -. 2 .I2 -
13 693.7 1.3902 .P00 I.2113 .075 7- ---3 0 7- 4--- .5 -3 --- "~-- -
14 7a2.2 1.914?. .121 *2473 n0953 .2PO4 .15g"5 .265 *1 -. 4 -.3 .0 .1 .0 .u .1 \ 
15 71o.0 1.935? .0' 00 .2R99 .0714 .'4 .14 .193 -. 1 -;1;0 .--  ' 4n 6. ...
16 77.1 .9r.274 .3185 .112n .21"0 *1r64 .134 -.2 -. 1 -. 1 .0 .P .2 .0 .0 '
.- -.. ~ . 1 .. .'7.r-". -1 T i rv C. ItI -1 -
17 75'1.72 .1.59u .5/ 1626 .1/13 .lS·65 .a5~ -. 3 ,z °a ·· .? *~-·-J '·I"l~ 753.3 1.4999 .C:246 .3°5'~ .1014 .1'75 .1c6~ o0=5 .I -. 0 o0 .q) .q~ pn -C,
19 :.... .01 OHo .q'{49 .b85~n .11~'5 .15S2 .5no -. 5- -,[- .5 .0-. ~ 6 ~ ..
22__]~9. }_~.0461 .o:)CO .}0 .0644 .qglg .I~62 .479 -. 5 -. 9 .q . -. l *q .
-~~~~~~~~~. .57 .~ 
21 75a 2.0c.Z~O; 5~5 .0000 .4~71 .0633. .nq7q .156a ;353 -. ! -. 7 .4 ; . 3---'~"~3 - --
2? 764.2 2;0~.7a °caO10 .414 o619 .n,~7 .1961 .499 -. 1 .. 7 .2 . -. n .7 · ·
23 711.~ a2lt93~ .?a]9, .44a7 .og14~ oO112 .1%~1 ;-27 .0 -b .2 .-a .I -. O . -. z ~- ----
2~ 75171fi.!351 .nnO0 .q~Ta .059~ .n2n5 .19~O 2.274 0.6 -. 5 .5 .n -. Z -5.4 .7 -1.S 
25 z~r7.6 a·lt,3'i .c5 C.~ .15i9 Z-.n?~g oIa 145-; c-.-;- --- "9-"-'5'-'a3';.5 1~-'~ ?
-
~
Za 79~4.4 2.17a'$ .c}59 -. 45t9 °11B~3 -. n~a2 ol6 557 o5 -. 0 .~ 0 -oi-. .6 .. 7 t
27 tlu}'~} 2.~45 .(.DO0 -.~4(45 .051 ;~ 6 1 5 ~ -lO .3-';---'- -. 1- ~-'-6a .
~ ~ '
·..
23 51~... 2.2171 .r1 .450~1 .~94~ .109 .1%55 1.~72 1.6 . -.1 .0 -l·n .9 ,6 --~.9 
Z~ UlT.a 2.a~.· .neB~ -. 4275 .1072 ~-.1310 .lq59 .639 .~ -1.l .5 .0 .1 .2: .5 .. ..
~3~1?.j.P 2a._2:9 O0 .a"0a ·l -.2059 .1c54 .7S3 1.1 -1 . .2 .0 .4 5 .5 -1It 35
.r,~03~ -.5~0 °11n_
31 bJ3,.3 2.2:s47 .uGO0l -.3°21 .n510 -.ano0 .tqr ;19-1. .~n .4 -5-. -o -.~ ; ---- ~ '
32 04u,5 2,3.;i;~ ,f232 -.3541 ,)037 -,P7'5 ,I5~ ,26 ,7 -,4 -.2 ,0 ,5 -,6 -,~ ,0 
33 hq9(L.5j Z,328' ,61 -,·35,I)2--- .0~1~. -. 33%q .1-~57 .29i .0~ -. 5-~ .---"--; 2- ;~-----, .~; · ·1------n-- 3q -'
3~ 0b5,3 2,3q~7 .r?90 -,3379 .122o -. 3q~5 ,1557 .303 ,5 -,6 -,? .0 ,n .2 ,1 -,q 3
35 fi63.3 2.355'~ -~198 -. 2495 .lOB2 -. 45n3 .1 57 .4~39 '.0 -. 7 .1 .o -. 5 ;~ .b ,;1;i-
35 872.6 2.39)14( .~57 -. 3167 .1756 -. ~O3 a .l~Rq5 .~33 -.-.-. I .0 .3 .0 °6 -. 1
37 5~,6"-2;~1J,, .o]SffrJ--";7. a~+---:]q .. '----I5 6 i.-aG---- ZL---,2 -;3-; "--.--- - ;5-----;;3---3 ;n- s...
3:1 8:10.0 2.4345 .0000 -. 2951 .Q456 -o4C15 .155G 1.140 .O -o8 -.7 2 -. 4 · 54
33~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~° 2.2. -1.
3
. 0 -. 490 1~J
4) 9J2.5 2.q(75! .A:GO0 0-.75E·79.0 .Pg -. 5o72 . 1555rF .9n5 .O -,1 -. 5 .0 -1.7 -. l .6 1.5 
41 91b.6i 2.r97J .OCOrn -. 253a .06'33 -. 6599 . 5 .fO -. -. a -1·0 .n) -;al .5r ;2 
9tb.4 2.51991 .nOOO -. 2Bt. 26 -. 6912 .1554 .3.14 -. 0 -. 2 -. 5 .0 -. 4 .2 ~ ·
43 925.3 2.b3gl .0000 -. 2139 .0419 ''~658 -- - I si-bi r . · . 1
44 935.8 2.5624 .e570 -. 2160 .3545 -. 7742 .1554 1.051 ' 1.3 -. 5 .0 .6 -2.3 1.1 .7 3
45 9~u.5 2.55Z.~ .O00 0~0 -l.161 . qa-.94~ .1554 .634i -.-5~ .6 1 .0 12--- · --'5-----3 ;-·- ~ ~
45 9.(P.1 2.60733 .0900 -. 1603 .039o -1.2axq .1q553 .570 -. 5 -. 5 -. 2 . · .
u7 L~~~~js~~~ilZ~~~i~~s~~~r .ZES1. .-. 07 1.105 -. 251 .15 ~ . ~ ot;
47 q. 9bbO 2.625~ .2251 -,07~9 1.1036-,59 .1553 1.059 -1,3 -1.b .0 .0 -. B ~ 7--- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~. /rr-'--~-- ' --- un -7
u9 970.~ 2.6655 .0002 .1260 .0404 1.7295 155~ 2.657---.3 -2;-7 .0 ;~-'3l qn-;. ~ P-
5! ...977.7 2.63!63 .6300 -. 0e53 .0375 -2o6523 .1452 3.775 -5.5 2.7 -. 5 .0 5.9 -q.g 1.2 I.0 55
51 95.1 2.710) .e267 -. 0~73 .8531 -2.348n--.1552! 1.056-'-21 -l.-"'-5----o~ n ;~-;; ~ 1 3 ~
-,3 -. ,0 ,!
.{Reproduced trom
best available copy. i ----- --- I- ,
--
y.
EXAMPL-- CASE, A-T3D-) P'$R; 4E)DPP, TEST 9214-61 DTE 120371 PG,, 6
NORMAL EXIT. £X_-iJTJD:i TI',-: 2.q33 MILLI.ECO-0D-.
RELID: Olsa REF. N: 51t- 16611 ,' I-j
LOA4) iJ9. 4/id -J - -- -------
A-0188'.3;: PLEAS, A:-JSR TO AL'P_-E- R S
11':-: UO:U0:2o.94b IN: 27 out: O PA ; --
II. rTI,,TIO T'I'.-: 10:08:O46-D-C 3,1971
TC7,l:t3A 01 >d a T ---_: I 0
0185 FIN 2o.-)4.5 8 0b- 
-
e
